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How to find yourself by hiking Morocco's Atlas
Mountains
North Africa’s great mountains hide a fascinating world. Liz Hoggard explores
on foot
LIZ HOGGARD Friday 8 February 2019 10:52
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Garden of delight: the view from the roof terrace of boutique hotel Kasbah Angour in the High Atlas of
Morocco ( Ahmed Semlali )
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I’m inching along a steep hillside in bright sunshine. The sky is deep blue; the air so
fresh it hurts. It’s exhilarating to think it’s snowing back home in London. Even so,
I’m nervous. I’m a passionate urban walker but I also like gin and carbs. Will I be
able to keep up on our 11km hike in the foothills of Morocco’s Atlas Mountains?
The hike has been arranged by Kasbah Angour, the boutique hotel where I’m staying.
You can choose between leisurely walks or more ambitious trekking to the top of nearby
mountain peaks. The best months to hike are between September and May, when you’ll
glimpse snow-covered summits but the hotel is well below the snow line and winter days
are sunny and warm.
I’m on the less hardcore Berber Villages and Mountains walk, which takes four hours.
But my fashion trainers are already slithering in the mud. It’s hard to believe we’re
only half an hour’s drive from fashionable Marrakech, with its medina, restaurants and
galleries.
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The High Atlas — north Africa’s highest mountain range — stretches almost 1,000km
across the middle of Morocco. Our hike will take us through a patchwork of bright green

fields and hilltop villages (or “douars”), across streams and around peaks of burntorange rock. Abdel, our Berber mountain guide, advises us to keep an eye out for
flowering cacti.
This is authentic Berber country. Here local farmers use their donkeys to plough the
mountain fields and sow wheat for breadmaking. It’s like being transported centuries
back in time. When we reach the village of Agadir, houses are built from baked earth
walls with space for animals — chickens, rabbits, sheep, goats, cows and donkeys. We
spot children on their way to primary school — its official sign is now in both Arabic
and Berber, following the recognition of Berber as an official language in 2011.

Oasis of calm: the pool at Kasbah Angour

Abdel tells us Tom Cruise filmed scenes for Mission Impossible: Fallout around Agadir
— including a spectacular motorbike chase through the desert. Game of Thrones and
Gladiator have also been shot around the High Atlas.
Leaving the village in the direction of the mountains, we pass a well where shepherds
draw water for sheep and goats, and trek through a small valley towards the Toubkal
National Park. Here we encounter eucalyptus trees growing along a seasonal stream bed,
then enter a forest populated with juniper, pine and local small oak.

"This is authentic Berber country. It’s like being transported
back in time."
Liz Hoggard

Abdel expertly guides us through ancient olive groves into Igli village. During harvest
season, you can visit its olive mill and see a donkey turning the millstone. We are at an
altitude of 1,000m but can see the summits of many of the highest mountains in
Morocco, including Mount Toubkal, which sits at 4,167m.
I’m proud I’m coping, though you have to concentrate hard to keep your footing. “The
landscape is quite similar to the Himalayas but only three and a half hours from London,
and the weather is better,” laughs one of our party. My hotel breakfast of Berber-style
eggs and traditional pancakes (msemen) seems a long time ago, so Abdel dishes out
oranges to stop us flagging.
We continue along the Sidi Fares river valley and see how water is channeled from the
seasonal river into a network of irrigation channels for the olive groves. The riverbed is
often dry, only filling up following a storm or with snow melt. Abdel explains it is the
source of sand, gravel and stone for the construction of our hotel, when these valuable
materials periodically washed down from the mountain summits.
On our final leg back, hot and sweaty, we gaze up at the red sandstone towers of Kasbah
Angour and rejoice that it’s time for lunch. Ten minutes later we are sitting in the hotel
courtyard, hoovering up homemade bread and cheese (many herbs and vegetables are
grown in the kasbah’s kitchen garden). Then it’s time for a dip in the azure-blue
swimming pool.
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Perched on a hilltop, Kasbah Angour was built by local craftsmen, using traditional
Moroccan materials, in the style of a Berber castle. The main building, with its three red
sandstone towers, is surrounded by 12 acres of ornamental gardens with roses, fruit trees
and native mountain species.
Each of the 25 rooms and suites is decorated with colourful Moroccan crafts, while
modern touches include underfloor heating, air conditioning, wifi and (in several rooms)
walk-in showers. I’m staying in an Adrar room (“adrar” is Berber for mountain) with its
own private terrace overlooking the garden. Supper takes places in the Great Atlas
Restaurant, where the menu focuses on healthy home cooking, with dishes such as
pumpkin soup, aubergine millefeuille and chicken tajine. But after a day of hiking, we
fall on the dessert of orange and carrot cake with citrus sauce and crêpes with hot peach
compote.
I sleep like a baby that night after all the exercise — the space and peace of Kasbah
Angour is a refreshing contrast to a hedonistic weekend in Marrakech.
Details: Atlas Mountains
Kasbah Angour (kasbahangour.com) offers rooms from £108 B&B. Half-day walks are
295 dirhams (around £24). Transfers from Marrakech Airport cost 220 dirhams each
way (£18).
Air Arabia Maroc flies to Marrakech from £54 each way. Airarabia.com

